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The theory of loss of chance（hereinafter called” the theory”）has evolved through 
the practice of common law into a unique institution, No matter in scientific principle 
or in judicial practice, it is certain that the doctrine of loss of chance always keeps the 
conservative stipulation in china. According to the general parlance of the right 
Infringement law. Direct damage and indirect damage constitute the possible 
indemnity on damage compensation．The former refers to the loss of the real interest, 
the latter refers to the attainable interest if the victim didn’t get the damage. This 
virtually removes the privilege out of the protection of the law. 
This theory directly influences setting up the lort law, it makes us not pay enough 
attention to the emphasis on it. For the indeterminism of the loss of chance interest 
and its difficulty to calculate．To avoid the expansion of the instability and the 
exactness of the insurance calculation it becomes a must to make a conservative 
choice. However, the bottleneck in technique should not be the sufficient reason for 
this choice. So we have to correct the attitude of the loss of loss。 
In the first instance, this topic states the legal property of the opportunity． It 
attempts to demonstrate that the loss of chance should be the adjustment object of the 
lort law．Meanwhile ,through the inspection of the theory of loss of chance in western 
countries and Taiwan．This topic conclude that the theory of the loss of chance is 
available in china．Later，this topic bring forward its view on the recognition of loss of 
chance and the evaluation method of the scope in relief．In chapter 1 the paper states 
that the primary theory and concept of the theory of loss of chance ,as well as it bring 
forward its own classification．It also holds that the opportunity may be right or legal 
profit, they both should be protected by the law．Certainly，it should be different in 
degree．In subchapter 3 the paper states the links between the loss of chance  and the 
category linked with it distinguishes it from trust profit、pure economic loss and the 
obligation caused by experts．In chapter2，through the view on judicial practice，the 
paper recalls the historical source and course   














with the calculation method of it．In chapter４, through the appraisal of the loss in 
opportunity ,the paper provides the suggestion about the loss in opportunity. 
The innovation of this paper mainly is embodied as follows：firstly，on account of 
the  blankness in research of the theory of loss of chance．The paper bring forward its 
own analysis on loss of chance．and attempt to accomplish its systematism through 
conclusion．Secondly，the paper hold the opinion that  the opportunity may be right 
or legal profit．We should carry through a simple decision．Or it will result in 
rigescence．Lastly，this paper holds that，we should differentiate the responsibility 
confirmed stage from the responsibility numbered stage and different causality theory 
should be applied． 
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